
Michigan GT Blood Bowl Tournament

Event Essentials:
Coaches will need to provide their own dice, dugout, and models. Models must be fully painted
with a minimum of 3 colors and a decorated base. Players must be marked or numbered to tell
players apart from one another for ease of play.

Date and times for the event may be found on the Michigan GT website.

A friendly reminder from the venue that no outside food or beverages are permitted at the event.

Team Build:
Coaches will build a team using a TV purchase system based on team tier. A teams tier can be
found in the Blood Bowl 2020 rulebook or the teams of legend PDF.

Tier 1: 1.2 million gold
Tier 2: 1.25 million gold
Tier 3: 1.3 million gold

Coaches use this gold to hire players, buy rerolls, and skills. Gold cost of skills are based upon
primary or secondary for each player purchasing them. 20k gold for primary and 40k gold for
secondary. These costs are reduced by half for random skills.

Random skills are allowed and will be rolled with the TO before the first round.

Teams from the Teams of legend PDF are allowed.
The NAF Khorne and Slann teams are allowed.

Build Restrictions:
Players cannot purchase stat increases.
Star players cannot be rostered. (They CAN be induced provided the team value gap is large
enough)
Each player may only be upgraded a max of 3 times.
Leftover gold is lost after the team is drafted and cannot be used in the tournament.

Awards:
The following achievements will be recognized after the event:
Blood Bowl Champion, Most Casualties, Most Touchdowns, Best Painted

Casualties caused from block, fouls, and pushing players into the crowd will all count towards
the Most Casualties award.

Best Painted will be voted on by all players at the event and the TO staff. The most votes will
win the award. Votes cannot be cast for your own team.


